Present Progressive - Elementary – Fill in the correct Form

1. Sandra ____________ a cake in the kitchen. (bake)
2. We ____________ the bus this evening. (take)
3. What ____ you ______ now? (write)
4. They ____________ on the dance floor. (dance)
5. Peter ____________ for his exam tomorrow. (prepare)
6. We ____________ next week to another city. (move)
7. An old lady ____________ next to me. (sit)
8. I am _________ to the gym tomorrow. (not go)
9. My mother ___ not _________ today. (work)
10. I ____________ the bus. (ride)
11. ___ they __________ to the camp in summer? (go)
12. I ___ not ___________ right now, I am just _________ some gardening work. (not work, do)
13. Mariana and Sofia ____________ their grandmother. (visit)
14. I ____________ dressed right now. (get)
15. Look! The man __________ at us. (wave)
16. I ____________ whether it will snow tonight. (wonder)
17. Peter ____________ instead of listening to the teacher. (daydream)
18. My dog ____________ and ____________. (sleep, snore)
19. I ____________ to New York this afternoon. (fly)
20. Even though it ____________ now, we ____ still ___________ out. (rain, go out)
21. ___ you still ____________ to the football match? (go)
22. What ____ you ____________ now? (eat)
23. ___ you ____________ me or ___ you ____________ serious? (tease, be)
24. I ____________ to allow this to happen. (not go)
25. Where are the kids? They ____________ video games in the living room. (play)
26. The dog ____________ the cat. (chase)
27. She ____________ for her boyfriend. (wait)
28. The twins ____________ the same clothes. (wear)
29. The plane ____________ as we speak. (take off)
30. I ____________ to Germany tomorrow. (travel)
Solutions
1. Sandra **is baking** a cake in the kitchen.
2. We **are taking** the bus this evening.
3. What **are you writing** now?
4. They **are dancing** on the dance floor.
5. Peter **is preparing** for his exam tomorrow.
6. We **are moving** next week to another city.
7. An old lady **is sitting** next to me.
8. I **am not going** to the gym tomorrow.
9. My mother **is not working** today.
10. I **am riding** the bus.
11. Are they **going** to the camp in summer?
12. I **am not working** right now, I **am just doing** some gardening work.
13. Mariana and Sofia **are visiting** their grandmother.
14. I **am getting** dressed right now.
15. Look! The man **is waving** at us.
16. I **am wondering** whether it will snow tonight.
17. Peter **is daydreaming** instead of listening to the teacher.
18. My dog **is sleeping** and **snoring**.
19. I **am flying** to New York this afternoon.
20. Even though it **is raining** now, we **are still going** out.
21. Are you still **going** to the football match?
22. What **are you eating** now?
23. Are you **teasing** me or are you **being** serious?
24. I **am not going** to allow this to happen.
25. Where are the kids? They **are playing** video games in the living room.
26. The dog **is chasing** the cat.
27. She **is waiting** for her boyfriend.
28. The twins **are wearing** the same clothes.
29. The plane **is taking off** as we speak.
30. I **am traveling** to Germany tomorrow.